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Disinformation & Censorship of News
Disinformation, also known as propaganda, is the currency of leftist organizations.
Disinformation and propaganda are deliberately misleading. As such they cannot stand
where public debate is allowed.
That is why certain "information services" have some sort of standards or policies.
They cite their standards and policies when they want to suppress or silence their
opposition.
While nothing I'm saying here is new -- George Orwell did a super job on this topic in
his famous "1984" novel -- nonetheless : it's important and as such, it bears repeating.
Today we find suppression in "cancel culture" -- which is a device for boycotting
organizations -- or individuals -- who speak or act in opposition to whatever this "woke
culture" proselytizes.
How do we know what's right and what's wrong?
Dr. Franklin opined that "experience is the only true test of any proposition". This fits
well with other well known remarks such as "Those who know not their history are
condemned to live it over", and "experience is a hard master and a fool will learn by no
other".
Communism is a bad idea. Ask those who have been through it or study the
circumstances of those who are now living under the oppression that the communists
use to maintain their control of their people and their resources.
Seek alternate sources of information.
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Leftist Organizations: seek to overthrow an established government in order to
assume administrative control of a country and its people;
Liberal Organizations -- of the Classic Type -- seek to loosen the controls that
oppressive (leftist) organizations impose against people;
Conservative organizations seek to maintain the current status.
In a peaceful and prosperous society the people will have what they need for their
comfort and sustenance and will tend to become Conservative -- i.e. they will seek to
protect their circumstances.
Where a regime becomes oppressive opposition will form and the oppressive regime will
claim it is being attacked by "leftists". Here "leftist" just means "opposition", any
derogative name might be used. "Rebels", -- is a favorite.
Oppressive regimes love to distort the meaning of words and language in order to
support their propaganda and specious arguments.
The American Revolution replaced an oppressive government -- the British Crown -with a Liberal Government. The Liberal Government loosened the rules by placing
strict restrictions on the power of government.
Once established, this formed government "of the people, by the people and for the
people" -- as the conservative position.
Let us not fail in our duty "to be here rededicated" -- to the Cause of Freedom.
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